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We study consistency and asymptotic normality of posterior distributions of the
natural parameter for an exponential family when the dimension of the parameter
grows with the sample size. Under certain growth restrictions on the dimension, we
show that the posterior distributions concentrate in neighbourhoods of the true
parameter and can be approximated by an appropriate normal distribution.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Exponential families arise naturally in statistical modelling and the
maximum likelihood estimate (MLE) is consistent and asymptotically
normal for these models [Berk [2]]. In practice, often one needs to con-
sider models with a large number of parameters, particularly if the sample
size is large; see Huber [14], Haberman [13] and Portnoy [1821]. One
may also think that the true model can only be approximated by a finite
dimensional parametric model and the quality of the approximation
improves with the dimension. In other words, we let the dimension of the
parameter space grow with the sample size. Usual asymptotics of fixed
dimension do not justify the large sample approximations in these
situations and one needs more delicate results paying special attention to
the increasing dimension. Consistency and asymptotic normality of the
MLE in exponential families with an increasing number of parameters were
established by Portnoy [21] under some conditions on the growth rate of
the dimension of the parameter space. In this paper, we show that the
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posterior distribution can be approximated by a suitable normal distri-
bution when the dimension increases to infinity. For fixed dimensional
regular statistical models, the posterior distribution is asymptotically
normal; see, for example, Le Cam [16], Bickel and Yahav [3], Johnson
[15] and Ghosal et al. [10]. In Ghosal [7, 8], the present author showed
that respectively for generalized linear models and linear regression models
with number of regressors tending to infinity with the sample size, posterior
asymptotic normality holds under a certain growth condition on the
number of regressors. In models with an increasing number of parameters,
justifying the asymptotic normality of the posterior distribution is more
involved, since various constants appearing in the bounds for the error
terms depend on the dimension. Thus some growth conditions on these
constants are required, which in turn require some growth condition on the
dimension. The exact requirement varies from example to example.
An important difference between our assumptions and those of Portnoy
[21] is that the bound for the moments of the standardized observation
are allowed to grow with the dimension. This introduces more flexibility
and substantially broadens the applicability of the results. The bounds for
the moments satisfy the required growth conditions if sufficiently strong
growth condition on the dimension is imposed. However, a bound free of
the dimension, as assumed in Portnoy [21], is usually not available. In the
proof of the asymptotic normality of the posterior, we need to exploit
consistency of the MLE. However, Theorem 2.1 of Portnoy [17] is inadequate
for our purpose because it assumes a condition on the eigenvalues of the
covariance matrix [Portnoy [21, Eq. (2.4)]] which is hard to check, in
addition to assuming that the moments of the standardized variable
are bounded by a constant independent of the dimension [Portnoy [21,
Eq. (3.2)]]. In fact, Portnoy’s [21] assumption (2.4) on eigenvalues fails to
hold in the important example of multinomial distribution, and in general,
whenever the minimum eigenvalue tends to zero. We therefore establish an
alternative theorem on the consistency of the MLE avoiding assumptions
(2.4) and (3.2) of Portnoy [21]. This result, stated as Theorem 2.1, is an
important intermediate step for the approximation of the posterior and is
believed to be useful to a frequentist also.
We organize the paper as follows. In Section 2, the setup is described and
the main result on asymptotic normality of the posterior is proved. The
aforesaid result on the consistency of the MLE is also presented in
this section. Some auxiliary lemmas are used in the proof of the main
theorem, whose proofs are given in the appendix. In Section 3, we apply
our results to the multinomial distribution and a Bayesian density estima-
tion problem. In Section 4, results of Section 2 are applied to the problem
of estimation of the mean vector of an infinite dimensional normal
distribution.
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2. MAIN RESULTS
Suppose that for every n, we have a positive integer pn , where pn  
as n  , and pn -dimensional independent random samples x (n)1 , ..., x
(n)
n
from a pn -dimensional standard exponential family with density
f (x; %n)=exp[xT %n&n(%n)], (2.1)
where %n # 3n , an open subset of R pn. We shall often suppress the index n
to write p, %, 3,  and xi for pn , %n , 3n , n and x (n)i and respectively, but
we keep in mind that all of these objects changing with n. Fix a parameter
point %0 # 3 which will be regarded as the ‘‘true parameter point’’. More
precisely, since the true parameter changes with n, this is actually a
sequence of parameter points. To prevent %0 approaching the boundary as
n  , we assume that for a fixed =0>0 independent of n, the ball of
radius =0 around %0 for the Euclidean distance is contained in 3. All the
probability statements, except when explicitly mentioned otherwise, refer to
the parameter %0 .
Set +=$(%0) and F="(%0), the mean vector and the covariance
matrix of the observations respectively. Note that F is also equal to the
Fisher information matrix and is positive definite. Let J be a square root
of F, i.e., JJT=F. The MLE % of % is unique and satisfies $(% )=x =
n&1 ni=1 xi .
Below, for a vector x=(x1 , ..., xp), &x& will stand for its Euclidean norm
( pi=1 x
2
i )
12. For a square matrix A, &A& will stand for its operator norm
defined by sup[&Ax&: &x&1].
Let, for c0,
B1n(c)=sup {E% |aTV| 3 : a # R p, &a&=1, &J(%&%0)&2cpn = ,
B2n(c)=sup {E% |aTV| 4 : a # R p, &a&=1, &J(%&%0)&2cpn = ,
where V is distributed as J&1(U&E%U) and U has density (2.1). It may
be noted that, since two square roots of a positive definite matrix are
orthogonal multiples of each other and &Ju&2=uTFu for any vector u,
B1n(c) and B2n(c) are independent of the choice of the square root J of F.
To establish asymptotic properties, some growth conditions will be
assumed on these numbers (see Condition (R) below). However, unlike
Portnoy [17], we do not assume that the quantities B1n(c) and B2n(c) are
bounded. As mentioned in the introduction, this relaxation is important
since in examples, the bounds B1n(c) and B2n(c) also increase to infinity
with the dimension.
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It will be assumed that the prior satisfies the condition (P) below.
Condition (P). The prior distribution is proper, has a density ?( } )
which satisfies, at %0 , the positivity requirement
&log ?(%0)=O( p log p) (2.2)
and Lipschitz continuity
|log ?(%)&log ?(%0)|Kn(c) &%&%0&
for &%&%0&- &F&1& cp(log p)n, (2.3)
where the Lipschitz constant Kn(c) is subject to some growth restriction
(see Condition (R) below).
Note that if the components of % are a priori independently distributed
with the j th component %j following a density ?j ( } ), j=1, ..., p, where for
some M, $, ’0>0 and for all j=1, ..., p, ? j (%0 j)>’0 and
|log ?j (%j)&log ?j (%0 j)|M |%j&%0 j |, |% j&%0 j |$, (2.4)
then (2.2) and (2.3) are satisfied with Kn(c)=Mp12 provided &F&1&
p(log p)n  0.
The following condition on the growth rate of the aforesaid quantities
will be assumed.
Condition (R). B1n(0) p32(log p)12- n  0, p &F&1&n  0; for all c>0,
- pn B1n(c)  0, B2n(c log p) p2(log p)n  0 and Kn(c) - &F&1& p(log p)n
 0; tr(F) is bounded by a polynomial in p.
Since the determinant of a positive definite matrix is the product of its
eigenvalues and the trace is the sum, it follows from the arithmetic mean-
geometric mean inequality that
det F(tr(F)p) p.
Therefore the growth rate of log det F is at most of the order p log p.
In examples, quantities appearing in Condition (R), such as B1n(c),
B2n(c log p) and &F&1& will grow like a power of p. Hence if n is sufficiently
large compared to p, or equivalently, the growth of p with respect to n is
sufficiently slow, then Condition (R) will hold. The exact requirement on
the growth rate of p depends on the particular model under consideration.
For the multinomial model, Condition (R) holds if p6(log p)n  0 (see
Section 3), whereas for the normal model, Condition (R) is satisfied if
p3(log p)n  0 (see Section 4).
In the proofs, we shall actually make the additional assumption that
some power of p grows faster than n, and so log p and log n are of the same
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order. When this condition fails but Condition (R) holds, we may split the
integrals into regions &u&n14 and &u&>n14 instead of splitting into
&u&- cp log p and &u&>- cp log p in (2.21) and proceed similarly to
show that the normal approximation in Theorem 2.3 holds. The details are
however omitted.
For a prior ?, the posterior density of % given the observations x1 , ..., xn ,
is given by
?n(%) B ?(%) ‘
n
i=1
f (x i ; %)=?(%) exp[n(x T%&(%))]. (2.5)
Put u=- n J(%&%0) so that %=%0+n&12J&1u. The likelihood ratio, as a
function of u, is given by
Zn(u)=exp[- n x TJ&1u&((%0+n&12 J&1u)&(%0))]
if %0+n&12J&1 u # 3 and Zn(u)=0 otherwise. Thus the posterior density
of u is given by
?n*(u)=
?(%0+n&12J&1u) Zn(u)
 ?(%0+n&12J&1w) Zn(w) dw
. (2.6)
Further, setting 2n=- n J&1(x &+), we see that E2n=0 and
E(2n2Tn )=Ip , the identity matrix of order p. Hence E(&2n&2)=
E(tr(2n2Tn ))= p. It then easily follows from Chebyshev’s inequality that
&2n&=Op(- p). (2.7)
Below, we present a result on the consistency of the MLE. Here, unlike
Theorem 2.1 of Portnoy [21], we use a different distance measure and do
not assume (2.4) of Portnoy [21]. It may be noted that (2.4) of Portnoy
[21] fails to hold if the minimum eigenvalue of F tends to zero [e.g., multi-
nomial distribution, see Section 3]. The result will be used in the proof of
the main theorem.
For % # 3, define &%&%0&0=&J(%&%0)&. Observe that &%&%0&0 does
not depend on the choice of the square root J of F and is a weighted
Euclidean distance of % from %0 with %0 as a preferred point [Critchley et
al. [4]]. Since &%&%0& has the same local behaviour as the Riemannian
metric based on the Fisher information, this distance measure is arguably
more intrinsic to the given statistical problem. The gain is also immediate
as we can then avoid conditions (2.4) of Portnoy [21] as well as the use
of Theorem 4.1 of Portnoy [21], which requires a bound, free from the
dimension, on the sixth moment of the components of standardized
variable J&1(x&+). If desired, consistency in terms of the Euclidean
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distance can also be readily obtained, though with a different rate. The
difference between the choice of the two distances, however, essentially
disappears in fixed dimension.
Theorem 2.1. Assume that for all c>0, - pn B1n(c)  0 and
p &F&1&n  0 as n  . Then the MLE % of % satisfies
&% &%0&0=&J(% &%0)&=Op(- pn) (2.8)
and so
&% &%0&=Op(- p &F&1&n)=op(1).
Proof. The proof of Theorem 2.1 of Portnoy [21] essentially carries
over. Observe that - n J(% &%0) is the unique root of the equation
G(u)=0, where G(u)=J&1[$(%0+n&12J&1u)&x ]. By (2.7), for =>0,
find K>0 such that P[&J&1(x &+)&>K - pn]<= and choose c>K 2.
Following Portnoy’s [21] arguments, it can now be shown that a
&- n J(% &%0)&- cp with probability larger than 1&=.
In a similar manner, we can restate Theorem 3.1 of Portnoy [21] on
asymptotic normality in the following way. The last part of the result will
be used in Theorem 2.4. The proof is omitted.
Theorem 2.2. Assume that for all c>0, pB1n(c)- n  0 and
p &F&1&n  0 as n  . Then for any vector a with &a&=1, we have
- n aTJ(% &%0)&- n aTJ&1(x &+)=op(1) (2.9)
and
- n aTJ(% &%0) d N(0, 1). (2.10)
Moreover, if for all c0, p2B2n(c)n  0, then
&- n J(% &%0)&- n J&1(x &+)&=op(1). (2.11)
The following is the main result of this paper.
Theorem 2.3. Under Conditions (P) and (R), we have
| |?n*(u)&,p(u; 2n , Ip)| du p 0, (2.12)
where ,p( } ; &, 7) stands for the density of Np(&, 7).
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Since the L1 -distance between two densities is the same as the total
variation distance between the corresponding probabilities up to a factor
of 2, (2.12) means that posterior probabilities of sets are uniformly
approximated by the corresponding normal probabilities, i.e.,
sup [ |Pr(% # B | X1 , ..., Xn)&Pr(% +n&12J&1! # B)| : B # B p] p 0,
where ! has Np(2n , Ip) distribution and B p is the Borel _-field on R p. Also,
since the Hellinger distance H( f, g)=( ( f 12& g12)2)12 satisfies
H2( f, g)| | f &g|- 2 H( f, g)
for any two densities f and g, the normal approximation in (2.12) holds in
the sense of the Hellinger distance as well.
To prove Theorem 2.3, we use the following Lemmas 2.12.5. Proof of
these lemmas are deferred to the appendix.
We set Z n(u)=exp[uT 2n& 12 &u&
2] throughout the paper.
Lemma 2.1. For all u with &u&2cp log p, we have
|log Zn(u)&log Z n(u)|*n(c) &u&2 (2.13)
and
log Zn(u)uT2n& 12 &u&
2 (1&2*n(c)), (2.14)
where *n(c)=(- (cp log p)n B1n(0)+((cp log p)n) B2n(c log p))6.
Lemma 2.2. With probability tending to one,
log Zn(u)& 14 cp log p on &u&
2>cp log p. (2.15)
Lemma 2.3. For any c>0, we have
\| Z n(u) du+
&1
|
&u&2cp log p
|Zn(u)&Z n(u)| du  p 0. (2.16)
Lemma 2.4. For any m and =>0, we can find c>0 such that with probability
greater than 1&=,
\| ?(%0) Z n(u) du+
&1
|
&u&2>cp log p
?(%0+n&12J&1 u) Zn(u) du
exp[&mp log p]. (2.17)
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Lemma 2.5. Given an m>0 and =>0, a constant c>0 can be found so
that with probability greater than 1&=,
|
&u&2>cp
,p(u; 2n , Ip) due&mp. (2.18)
Proof of Theorem 2.3. By (2.6) and the definition of Z n(u), we have
| |?n*(u)&,p(u; 2n , Ip)| du
=| } Zn(u) ?(%0+n
&12J&1u)
 Zn(w) ?(%0+n&12J&1w) dw
&
?(%0) Z n(u)
 ?(%0) Z n(w) dw } du. (2.19)
By adding and subtracting the term
Zn(u) ?(%0+n&12J&1u)
 ?(%0) Z n(w) dw
inside the modulus on the right hand side (RHS) of (2.19) and using the
triangle inequality, we can bound the RHS of (2.19) by
}\| Zn(w) ?(%0+n&12J&1w) dw+
&1
&\| ?(%0) Z n(w) dw+
&1
}
_| Zn(u) ?(%0+n&12J&1u) du
+\| ?(%0) Z n(w) dw+
&1
_| |?(%0+n&12 J&1u) Zn(u)&?(%0) Z n(u)| du. (2.20)
The first term in (2.20) is equal to
\| ?(%0) Z n(w) dw+
&1
_} | ?(%0+n&12J&1 u) Zn(u) du&| ?(%0) Z n(u) du },
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which is clearly dominated by the second term in (2.20). Therefore, it
suffices to bound the latter. To this end, we split the integral in the
numerator in regions &u&2cp log p and &u&2>cp log p, where c is to be
chosen later, and estimate the difference by the sum of the integrands on
the latter region to obtain the bound
\| ?(%0) Z n(w) dw+
&1
_|&u&2cp log p |?(%0+n
&12 J&1u) Zn(u)&?(%0) Z n(u)| du
+\| ?(%0) Z n(w) dw+
&1
_|
&u&2>cp log p
Zn(u) ?(%0+n&12J&1u) du
+|
&u&2>cp log p
,p(u; 2n , Ip) du. (2.21)
Using Lemmas 2.4 and 2.5 respectively, the last two terms in (2.21) can
be made as small as we please with probability arbitrarily close to one by
choosing c large enough. For this chosen c, let F denote the set [u: &u&2
cp log p]. Then the first term on the RHS of (2.21) is dominated by
sup
u # F }
?(%0+n&12J&1u)
?(%0)
&1 } F Zn(u du) Z n(u) du
+\| Z n(u) du+
&1
|
F
|Zn(u)&Z n(u)| du. (2.22)
Since |ex&1||x| e |x|2 |x| for sufficiently small |x| and
sup {}log ?(%0+n
&12J&1 u)
?(%0) }: u # F=
2Kn(c) - &F&1& cp(log p)n  0
by (2.3), it follows that
sup
u # F }
?(%0+n&12J&1u)
?(%0)
&1 } 0. (2.23)
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The last term in (2.22) converges to zero by Lemma 2.3. This, in particular,
implies that F Zn(u) du Z n(u) du remains bounded in probability as
F Zn(u) du
 Z n(u) du
1+\| Z n(u) du+
&1
|
F
|Zn(u)&Z n(u)| du.
Hence the expression in (2.22) is arbitrarily small with probability
arbitrarily close to unity, proving the theorem.
From Theorem 2.3, we easily obtain the consistency of the posterior
distribution.
Corollary 2.1. Under the conditions of Theorem 2.3, the posterior
probability of [%: &%&%0&<$] for any fixed $>0 converges to one in
probability. In fact, if p  , there is a c>0 such that the posterior proba-
bility of [%: &%&%0&- cp &F&1&n] converges to 1 in probability.
To prove the corollary, note that by Theorem 2.3 the posterior proba-
bility of [%: &%&%0&<$] is approximated by Pr[n&12 &J&1!&<$] in
probability, where ! has distribution Np(2n , Ip) and hence it suffices to
show that the latter converges to 1 in probability. Now
n&12 &J&12n&&2n& - &F&1&n=Op(- p &F&1&n)=op(1),
so that on a set whose probability tends to one,
Pr[n&12 &J&1!&$]Pr {n&12 &J&1& &!&2n&$2=
=Pr \n&1 &F&1& Y$
2
4 + , (2.24)
where Y has a central chi-square distribution with p degrees of freedom. As
E(n&1 &F&1& Y)= p &F&1&n  0, the RHS of (2.24) tends to 0, proving
the first part of the corollary. For the second part, we proceed similarly
and with a sufficiently large c, end up with the bound Pr[Y>cp4] on the
RHS of (2.24). The result now follows by a simple large deviation estimate;
see Bahadur [1].
Remark 2.1. If in Condition (R), we strengthen
B1n(0) p32(log p)12- n  0,
B2n(c log p) p2(log p)n  0
Kn(c) - &F&1& p(log p)n  0
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to
B1n(0) p2(log p)- n  0,
B2n(c log p) p52(log p)32n  0
Kn(c) - &F&1& p32(log p)32n  0
respectively, then
| &u& |?n*(u)&,p(u; 2n , Ip)| du p 0, (2.25)
which yields the following asymptotic representation of the posterior
mean % :
- n J(% &%0)=2n+op(1). (2.26)
Thus the posterior mean is asymptotically normal and asymptotically
efficient.
Theorem 2.3 is a result of theoretical nature. It is itself not very useful for
the actual approximation of the posterior since the approximation is
dependent on 2n and J, which involve the unknown value %0 of %. We now
present a version of Theorem 2.3 which replaces the unknown parameter
by its estimate.
Theorem 2.4. Assume Condition (P) and Condition (R) and suppose that
log det F(%)&log det F(%0)  0 and tr((F(%))&1 F(%0))& p  0
uniformly on [%: &J(%&%0)&2cpn]. Let v=- n J (%&% ), where % is the
MLE and J is a square root of the covariance matrix evaluated at %=% .
Then the posterior density ?^n(v) of v is approximately standard normal in the
sense that
| |?^n(v)&,p(v; 0, Ip)| dv p 0. (2.27)
Proof. Put w=- n J(%&% ). By Theorem 2.3 and the invariance of the
L1 -distance under a change of location, the posterior density ?~ n(w) of w
satisfies
| |?~ n(w)&,p(w; 2n&- n J(% &%0), Ip)| dw p 0. (2.28)
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We now show that the normal density appearing in (2.28) can be approxi-
mated by the standard normal density in the L1 -distance in probability. It
suffices to bound their entropy distance, which is equal to 12 &2n&
- n J(% &%0)&2 and so converges to 0 in probability, by the last part of
Theorem 2.2. Thus by the invariance of the L1 -distance under a change of
scale, we have
| |?^n(v)&,p(v; 0, J F&1J ) | dv p 0. (2.29)
The entropy distance between the normal density appearing in (2.29) and
the standard normal is
1
2 tr(J
&1 FJ &1&Ip)+ 12 log det(J
&1FJ &1&Ip),
which converges to zero under the additional assumptions made above.
This completes the proof.
Remark 2.2. Theorem 2.4 readily yields approximate highest posterior
density regions for % which are ellipsoids centered at the MLE.
3. APPLICATION TO THE MULTINOMIAL DISTRIBUTION AND
BAYESIAN DENSITY ESTIMATION
Consider the multinomial distribution with ( p+1) cells. Let x=
(x1 , ..., xp) stands for the vector of observations and ?=(?1 , ..., ?p) stand
for the vector of probabilities of the cells excepting the zeroth one.
The natural parameter is given by %=(%1 , ..., %p), where %j=log(?j 
(1& pk=1 ?k)). We assume that the true value of %j ’s are bounded, so ?j ’s
are of the order p&1. Note that ? is the mean vector and variance-
covariance matrix or the Fisher information is given by F=D&??T,
where D=diag(?1 , ..., ?p). Thus
F&1=D&1+
D&1??TD&1
1&?TD&1?
=D&1+
11T
1&?T D&1?
, (3.1)
where 1 is the p-vector with all entries equal to one. Note that
1&?TD&1 ?=1& pj=1 ?j=?0 (say) is also of the order p
&1. Thus
&F&1&tr(F&1)=O( p2). In general, this rate cannot be improved, since
for the case %=0 (i.e., all ?j ’s are ( p+1)&1), the largest eigenvalue of F&1
is of the order p2. Also, tr(F)1. It can be verified that
J=D12&
??TD&12
1+- 1&?TD&1 ?
(3.2)
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and
J&1=D&12+
D&1??TD&12
1&?TD&1?+- 1&?TD&1?
(3.3)
are square roots of F and F&1 respectively. Let a be a unit p-vector. We
need to calculate the third and fourth order absolute moments, with % as
the underlying parameter, of
aTJ&1(x&?)= :
p
j=1
a j?&12j (x j&? j)+: \ :
p
j=1
aj+ :
p
j=1
?12j (xj&?j),
where :&1=?0+- ?0 . Using the facts that ? j ’s are of the order p&1,
:=O(- p) and | pj=1 aj |- p, it can be verified that the third moment is
at most of the order p32 and the fourth moment is at most of the order p2.
The order remains the same even if % is replaced by some %* satisfying
&J(%*&%)&2cp(log p)n. To see that, first note that &%*&%&
&J&1& &J(%*&%)&=O( p32(log p)12- n), so the components of %* are
again uniformly bounded if p3(log p)n  0, and hence the corresponding
cell probabilities are exactly of order p&1. Similar calculations will show
that the order of the third and fourth absolute moments remain p32 and p2
respectively, even if %0 is replaced by %. Thus under the condition
p6(log p)n  0, Condition (R) verifies provided the constants Kn(c)’s
do not grow faster than p32. Apart from the priors for which %j ’s are
independently distributed, the conjugate prior
1(:0+:1+ } } } +:p)
1(:0) 1(:1) } } } 1(:p)
exp \ :
p
j=1
:j%j +\1+ :
p
j=1
e%j+
&(:0+:1+ } } } +:p)
also satisfies Condition (P) with Kn(c)=O(- p), provided [:j] and [:&1j ]
are bounded sequences. Finally, the condition p4n  0 suffices for the
consistency of the MLE.
To verify the two additional conditions of Theorem 2.4, let ?j and ?0 j ,
j=0, 1, ..., p, denote the cell probabilities corresponding to the parameters
% and %0 respectively, where &J(%0)(%&%0)&2cpn. As mentioned above,
?j and ?0 j , j=0, 1, ..., p, are of the order p&1. Using the form (3.1) of the
inverse information matrix, straightforward computations show that
tr(F&1(%) F(%0))= :
p
j=0
?0 j (1&?0 j)
?j
.
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Also, det F(%)=> pj=0 ?j . Below, C will stand for a generic constant. Now
|?j&?0 j |= } e
%j
1+ pl=1 e
%l
&
e%0 j
1+ pl=1 e
%0l }

|e%j&e%0 j|
1+ pl=1 e
%l
+e%0 j
| pl=1 e
%l& pl=1 e
%0l|
(1+ pl=1 e
%l)(1+ pl=1 e
%0l)
Cp&1 |%j&%0 j |+Cp&2 :
p
l=1
|%l&%0l |
Cp&1 |%j&%0 j |+Cp&32 &%&%0&. (3.4)
Thus
|tr(F&1(%) F(%0))& p|= } :
p
j=0
?0 j (1&?0 j)&?j (1&? j)
?j }
Cp2 max
0 jp
|?j&?0 j |
Cp &%&%0&
Cp2 &J(%0)(%&%0)&
=O( p52- n)
and
|log det F(%)&log det F(%0)|= } :
p
j=0
(log ?j&log ?0 j) }
Cp2 max
0 jp
|? j&?0 j |
=O( p52- n).
Thus the conditions hold if p5n  0.
The result on the consistency of the posterior distribution for the multi-
nomial distribution has an interesting link with a Bayesian density estima-
tion problem. Suppose we have a positive Lipschitz continuous density f on
the unit interval which we wish to estimate using a Bayesian method. We
observe samples y1 , y2 , ..., yn from f. Our prior will be supported on certain
histograms. Depending on n, choose an integer p= pn so that p   and
p6(log p)n  0. Now divide the unit interval into the ( p+1) subintervals
of length 1( p+1), to be denoted by 20 , 21 , ..., 2p . Define ?0 , ?1 , ..., ?p to
be the probabilities of the subintervals under the density f. Under the
model, the vector of indicators xi=(xi0 , ..., xip), i=1, ..., n, are sufficient for
the data y1 , ..., yn and are i.i.d. multinomial with ( p+1) cells and
probabilities ?0 , ..., ?p . Let %=(%1 , ..., %p) be the natural parameter. Let the
set of all histograms defined by the partition [20 , 21 , ..., 2p] be denoted by
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Fn . This Fn can be thought of as a sieve in the sense of Grenander [12]
and possesses the following approximation property: Let fn be the density
defined by fn(x)=( p+1)  pj=0 ? jI[x # 2j]. Then fn # Fn and  ( fn(x)&
f (x))2 dx=O( p&2) as n  . When the sample size is n, we put a prior 6n
on f by defining a prior on Fn through a prior density on %j ’s satisfying the
required condition of the above discussion. For example, %j ’s could be
independently distributed or could have a Dirichlet distribution. Thus we
have a simple sequence of priors for which posterior could easily be
calculated, particularly if the prior is Dirichlet. Let the true value of f be
f0 and the corresponding fn , ?j , %j and % be denoted by f0n , ?0 j ’s, %0 j ’s and
%0 respectively. We shall show that the posterior for f concentrates near f0
at a certain rate.
With f0n as defined above and every f in the support of the prior
6n , note that f and f0n are constant on each 2 j taking values ? j and ?0 j
respectively, j=0, 1, ..., p. Hence by the definition of f0n
| ( f (x)& f0n(x))( f0n(x)& f0(x)) dx
= :
p
j=0
(?j&?0 j) |
2j
( f0n(x)& f0(x)) dx=0.
Therefore
| ( f (x)& f0(x))2 dx=| ( f (x)& f0n(x))2 dx+| ( f0n(x)& f0(x))2 dx.
The second term on the right hand side of the last display is non-stochastic
and converges to 0 at the rate p&2. Note that, since the true density f0 does
not belong to the support of the prior, the density f0n , which is the density
closest to f0 in the support of the prior, works as a proxy for the true f0 .
The first term on the RHS of the last display is equal to ( p+1)  pj=0
(?j&?0 j)2. We shall show that, for a sufficiently large c, posterior probability
of the set
{%: ( p+1) :
p
j=0
(?j&?0 j)2<cp2n=
converges to 1 in probability. The true %0 j ’s lie in a compact interval [a, b]
independent of n. This follows by positivity and continuity of f0 . Therefore
if &%&%0&<$, $>0, %j ’s lie in a slightly bigger interval [a&$, b+$]. As
argued in (3.4), on &%&%0&<$,
|?j&?0 j |Cp&1 |% j&%0 j |+Cp&32 &%&%0&, j=0, ..., p.
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Squaring and adding, it follows that on &%&%0&<$,
( p+1) :
p
j=0
(? j&?0 j)2<Cp&1 &%&%0&2.
By posterior consistency, posterior probability of &%&%0&<$ converges to
one. Moreover, for a large enough constant c, posterior probability of
[%: &%&%0&2cp &F&1&n] converges to 1, where F is, as above, the
Fisher information at %0 . Since &F&1&=O( p2), the claim follows. When
p6(log p)n  0, the bias ( fn& f0) contributes more to the error than the
variability ( f &fn). Choosing p=n16(log n) (16)+=, =>0, we see that for a
sufficiently large constant c,
Pr { f : | ( f (x)& f0(x))2 dxcn&13(log n) (13)+2= | y1 , ..., yn=p 0.
Gasparini [6], like us, considered priors supported on histograms where
the window length was also given a prior and the mass was distributed to
the intervals according to a Dirichlet process on natural numbers. He
showed consistency of the Bayes estimate of the density for weak and varia-
tion neighbourhoods. Ghosal et al. [9] considered Dirichlet mixtures of
normals as a prior on the densities and established weak and strong
consistencies of the posterior distribution. Rates of convergence of posterior
distribution are discussed only recently by Ghosal et al. [11]. If the
densities belong to the Ho lder class of order : (see Example 1 of Wong and
Shen [22]), they constructed priors based on bracketings or splines that
achieve the optimal rate n&:(2:+1) of convergence of the posterior distribu-
tion for the Hellinger distance. For the special case :=1, the Ho lder class
essentially reduces to the class of Lipschitz continuous densities and the
convergence rate n&13 is obtained. Although priors constructed by Ghosal
et al. [11] lead to a better rate of convergence of the posterior, computa-
tion of the posterior for those priors is much more involved. On the other
hand, for the histogram type prior constructed above, the posterior
computation is much simpler. The normal approximation established in
Theorem 2.4 may also be used to simplify computations further.
4. APPLICATION TO THE ESTIMATION OF THE MEAN OF AN
INFINITE DIMENSIONAL NORMAL DISTRIBUTION
Suppose we observe n i.i.d. samples x1 , ..., xn from an infinite dimen-
sional normal population with mean %=(%1 , %2 , ...) and the identity
operator on l2=[( y1 , y2 , ...): i=1 y
2
i <] as the covariance, i.e.,
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components of each observations are also independent. It is assumed that
% # l2 . We shall use the l2 -norm to measure distances. The rate at which %
may be estimated depends on rate at which %i decays to 0. Pinsker [17]
showed that on the ellipsoid [%: i=1 i
2q%2i Q], the minimax rate of
convergence is n&q(2q+1). Diaconis and Freedman [5] showed that normal
approximation to the posterior distribution does not hold for this model in
the usual sense. By explicit computations, Zhao [23] showed that for a
suitable normal prior, the posterior mean converges at the minimax rate.
In the following, we show, by the results of Section 2, that for a general
class of a sequence of priors which are not necessarily normal, the posterior
distribution also converges at the rate n&q(2q+1).
At stage n, a prior 6n for % is obtained by putting a prior on its first p
components, where p= pn  , and assigning the rest to 0. As the
posterior depends only the first p co-ordinates, we may assume the setup
of Section 2 where distributions are p-dimensional normal. In this case,
since the information matrix is identity, it easy to see that B1n and
B2n are constants in n. One may also choose a prior to satisfy (2.4). Thus
Condition (R) holds if p3(log p)n  0. Denoting the true mean by %0 and
%0, n=(%1 , ..., %p , 0, ...), we have
&%0, n&%0&2= :

i= p+1
%2i0p
&2q :

i= p+1
i2q%2i0=O( p
&2q).
By Corollary 2.1, for a sufficiently large c,
6n[%: &%&%0, n&c - pn | x1 , ..., xn] p 1
and so
6n[%: &%&%0&c max(- pn, p&q) | x1 , ..., xn] p 1.
The best choice of p is thus n1(2q+1), for which the best possible rate
n&q(2q+1) is obtained. Condition (R) is satisfied for this choice of p if q>1.
It is interesting to note that, although the normal approximation to the
posterior distribution of the infinite dimensional parameter does not hold,
posterior distribution of a sequence of parametric functions that depend
only %1 , ..., %p may be approximated using the normal approximation to the
posterior distribution of (%1 , ..., %p), provided p3(log p)n  0.
APPENDIX: PROOF OF THE LEMMAS
Proof of Lemma 2.1. Let u be such that &u&2cp log p. We have log Zn(u)
&log Z n(u)=&((%0+n&12J&1u)&(%0)). Now by equation (2.1) of
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Portnoy [21], for some % lying on the line segment joining %0 and %0+
n&12J&1u,
|(%0+n&12 J&1u)&(%0)|
=| 16 E(u
TV)3+ 124 [E% (u
TV)4&3[E% (uTV)2]2]|
 16 (n
&12 &u&3 B1n(0)+n&1 &u&4 B2n(c log p))
*n(c) &u&2. (A.1)
This proves (2.13) while (2.14) is an obvious consequence of (2.13).
Proof of Lemma 2.2. By the convexity of ( } ), it follows that the
likelihood function decreases monotonically if % moves away from
the MLE % along any line. Given any =>0, using Theorem 2.1, choose
C>0 large enough so that &- n J(% &%0)&- Cp and &2n &- Cp with
probability greater than 1&=. For a given u with &u&>- cp log p, let ! be
the point on the line segment joining u and - n J(% &%0) which satisfies
&!&2=cp log p; such a point exists with probability greater than 1&= for
large n. Then by the likelihood decreasing property mentioned above and
(2.14), we have for sufficiently large n, with probability greater than 1&=,
log Zn(u)log Zn(!)
!T2n&
1
2 (1&2*n(c)) &!&2
Cp& 12 (1&2*n(c)) cp log p
& 14 cp log p. (A.2)
Proof of Lemma 2.3. Using the fact that |ex&e y| |x& y| max[ex, e y]
and (2.14), for &u&2cp log p, we have
|Zn(u)&Z n(u)|
|log Zn(u)&log Z n(u)| exp[uT2n& 12(1&2*n(c)) &u&
2]
*n(c) &u&2 exp[uT2n& 12(1&2*n(c)) &u&2], (A.3)
where *n(c) is as defined in Lemma 2.1. Integration with respect to u and
some manipulations yield that
|
&u&2cp log p
|Zn(u)&Z n(u)| du[ p+(1&2*n(c))&1 &2n&2]
_*n(c)(2?) p2 (1&2*n(c))&( p2)+1
_exp[(1+2*n(c))&1 &2n&2]. (A.4)
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Since  Z n(u) du=(2?) p2 exp[ 12 &2n&
2], &2n &2=Op( p) and p*n(c)  0, the
desired result easily follows.
Proof of Lemma 2.4. By Lemma 2.2, we have with probability tending
to one, Zn(u)exp[&(cp4) log p] on &u&>- cp log p. Now
|
&u&>- cp log p
?(%0+n&12J&1u) Zn(u) du
exp _&14 cp log p& n p2(det F)12 | ?(%) d%
=exp _&14 cp log p+
p
2
log n+
1
2
log det F& . (A.5)
Note that  ?(%0) Z n(u) du=?(%0)(2?) p2 exp[&2n&22]?(%0) and (?(%0))&1
=exp[O( p log p)] by Condition (P). Since log n and log p are of the same
order and log det F is at most of the order p log p [vide Condition (R)], the
result follows by choosing c sufficiently large.
Proof of Lemma 2.5. By using the fact that &2n &=Op(- p), for large c
and n, the left hand side of (2.18) can be bounded by Pr[Y>cp2], with
probability close to one, where Y has a central chi-square distribution with
p degrees of freedom. The rest is merely a consequence of the standard
large deviation estimates associated with the chi-square distribution; see
Bahadur [1], for example.
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